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A: Interesting... As to your "Why?" Well, I'm guessing that the "everything" (as it were) that's contained within your ROMs package, wouldn't be necessary if it weren't for the ROMs themselves - although they aren't individually "incredibly huge". I'm guessing that someone - or some-one - has cooked something up in order to decrease
the size of the compressed ROM file. There are various compression algorithms which could reduce size, such as LZ77 and RLE (Run Length Encoding), but I'm guessing this was done with deflate as this seems to be the default compression algorithm that WinZip employs (and hey, most others are just wrappers on top). Most other file
compressors - even though they're excellent in their own right - aren't capable of reducing the size of compressed files to the extent that WinZip can. I'm sure there are some out there, but they're probably proprietary. As to your "How?" Well, in general terms, this is how: Most compilers have an option to use a certain compression
algorithm. If you have access to a source code editor, check if the decompressor is using compression - and if so, use that to reduce the size of your file. Windows has an option to use deflate for compression, but unlike most other such algorithms, deflate is not limited to compressing files. For those of you who don't know this, deflate
can be used for things like transferring large amounts of data, such as large letters, images and so forth. Lastly, whether you have a source code editor or not, it's probably a good idea to reduce the size of the files you compress. Of course, it's only a nice idea, and not something you need to do - but if you want to reduce the size of the
files, WinZip can do it for you. Hope this helps. A: There are many things to consider here. ROMs pack: is probably the most common way of decreasing the size of a set of games They are often compressed (as per MAME output) but they are often a bit longer, so they can have much more than one set of games. and sometimes contains
the same set of games, on multiple mediums No more than 1 set of games per medium (in the case of this set of
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